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Robust opportunity as
Singapore leads in
technology & innovation
> Current and future trends of outsourcing?
> How are substance requirements influencing the industry?
> How has reporting adapted to investor and LP requirements?
> Will new technology help or disrupt our industry?
> Socially Responsible Investing and ESG, a trend worth paying
attention to.
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Panelists pictured left to right
Nikhil Dama , Matthew Nortcliff, Vishwakarthi Santhanam , Connie Wong, Anulekha Samant, Yuneswaran Keraishnasamy

Welcome to our 18th issue of Connect,
SANNE’s regular, technical bulletin for fund
managers, their intermediaries and
investors.

In an increasingly digital world, there are crucial
questions that every organisation should be asking.
One of these critical questions is, are you able to leverage
technology to truly support your business demands?

The investor journey is everything, and Singapore remains a
leading hub for strong growth with little signs of slowing.

In light of these demands, our expert panel explored five
key themes:

Singapore has fast-developed into a country with a vibrant
and colourful business culture, one that is well suited to take
the lead in Southeast Asia. Together with leading industry
experts, SANNE hosted a technical roundtable to explore
Singapore’s strength as a safe haven given its transparency,
political stability, neutrality and resilient currency.

> Current and future trends of outsourcing?

The panel gathered leading industry professionals and was
Moderated by Nikhil Dama from Scorpio Partnership. Our
panel included:

> Socially Responsible Investing and ESG, a trend worth
paying attention to.

> Anulekha Samant – Partner at KPMG
> Connie Wong – Director at DMS
> Matthew Nortcliff – Partner at CMS

> How are substance requirements influencing the industry?
> How has reporting adapted to investors and LP's
requirements?
> Will new technology help or disrupt our industry?

In this special edition of SANNE Connect we hear the latest
insights affecting the industry, its practitioners and their
clients.
Enjoy the read!

> Vishwakarthi Santhanam – Director at Blackrock
> Yuneswaran Keraishnasamy – Audit Director at PwC

David Fowler
Country Head – Singapore
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> Are larger fund managers opting
for in-house capabilities?
> Is technology the ultimate crux
for fund managers?

OUTSOURCING
Current and future trends
With an increase in compliance and regulatory checks, fund
managers are now more than ever asking themselves if they
have the competency to in-house particular fund
administration services. When looking to outsource,
managers will look at cost, quality and global reach of top
tier service providers.

Large managers opt for in-house capabilities
While the market is rich for fund administration,
outsourcing remains a cost-effective solution for fund
managers. This is limited for fund managers who do not yet
have the scale, capital, or the expertise in-house to develop
these capabilities along with the increased legislative and
regulatory requirements from several authorities to have
fund administration capabilities.

“Increasingly there is a trend for large fund
managers to leverage on their portfolio
companies. For example, large fund managers
are now using their portfolio company to do
fund administration for all of their funds.”

The first of which was driven from the investor side.
Investors are becoming more perceptive and receptive,
asking questions to managers such as “which functions
are being outsourced” or “are any functions avoiding a
certain conflict of interest by being an affiliate of the
manager”. Investors, especially institutional, endowment
and pension funds, are looking for managers who have
proper controls in place. This is motivating managers to
outsource certain functions to allow investors to have
greater comfort with the manager itself.

“Looking at 13X, 13CA and 13R, fund
administration is becoming essential. Managers
are now shifting their thoughts and since there
is a requirement to have fund admin, they
might as well outsource it.”
YUNESWARAN KERAISHNASAMY

YUNESWARAN KERAISHNASAMY

Yuneswaran
Keraishnasamy

Opportunities for outsourcing

Audit Director at PwC

Connie Wong, Director at DMS outlined two key drivers
motivating an outsourcing arrangement.

yunes.keraishnasamy@sg.pwc.com
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It is apparent that
outsourcing is not only
a cost benefit, but it’s
also a strategic
advantage to achieve
operational efficiency.

“The second driver for outsourcing would be
from a manager’s perspective whereby cost is a
primary consideration when deciding to
administer funds in-house. Of course, having
said that, the complexity of the invested assets,
potential AUM growth and availability of
internal infrastructure prompt fund managers to
consider outsourcing.”
CONNIE WONG

Niche and first-round managers
Fund managers who have yet to reach US $1bn in AUM are
more likely to consider outsourcing fund administration,
compliance and audit related services. For smaller or firstround fund managers the approach to fund admin,
compliance and audit can become a real concern, especially
when they do not have the in-house expertise. Smaller
managers want to outsource the function but also want to
learn the expertise in order to grow and carry that skill
forward. There is a lot more LP outsourcing as LPs expand
the range of investments that they go into, however, they
always do not have the capability to track these
investments. This is where great opportunities arise.
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Overall, it is apparent that outsourcing is not only a cost benefit,
but also is a strategic advantage to achieve operational
efficiency. Fund managers often explore both as ways to
increase their margins.
It has become the perceived responsibility of outsourcing
companies to build the relevant infrastructure to ensure that
the services provided focus on helping fund managers, LPs and
GPs attain their desired operational efficiency.

“One way to attain greater operational
efficiency and lower cost is to implement the
most cutting edge technology and disruption in
the form of AI, big data and RPA (robotic
process automation).”
VISHWAKARTHI SANTHANAM

Vishwakarthi
Santhanam
Director at Blackrock
vsanthanam@efront.com
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> What can Singapore do from a
substance requirement perspective?
> What challenges lie ahead?
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Substance requirements:
changing perceptions in the industry
Substance requirements
To comprehend whether Singapore is still attractive from a
substance perspective given market conditions and global
perceptions, it is important to understand its historical context.
Traditionally, Singapore served as a platform for investments
within the APAC region across various strategies, mainly due to
the tax treaties in place with multiple jurisdictions. In recent
years, the industry has been faced with questions as to the
selection of certain platforms, most notably ‘why would you
choose Singapore as a platform’, and ‘are you basing your
selection on tax reasons’?

“Historically, we would structure funds by
picking a location that LPs and GPs were
comfortable with. Any downstream
structuring under the fund would be done on
a deal by deal basis. This however, may no
longer be as simple in the future.”

Going forward, as managers structure their fund vehicles,
they probably need to have a blueprint in terms of what is
the holding investment structure underneath that fund,
because this could have an impact from a tax perspective.
These implications are likely to have a positive impact on
how fund managers perceive Singapore. Specifically, from a
tax perspective, as advisors are likely to drive a movement
which helps greater consolidation of funds within one
location. Through consolidation, fund managers can have a
more concise and complete account to report to regulatory
and tax bodies within Singapore.

Anulekha Samant
Partner at KPMG
asamant@kpmg.com.sg

ANULEKHA SAMANT
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Challenges ahead for Singapore
Most notably the introduction of “reserve charge (RC)” on
GST (Goods and Services Tax in Singapore) is likely to pose a
challenge.
RC is fundamentally a reverse charge of GST. The legislation
came into effect on 1 January 2020 and will be applicable on
all imported services, including that of the asset and fund
management industry. Under this programme, the recipient
of the services will account for GST on service imports, as if
they were the supplier. While RC may not pose a major issue
for all asset classes, the introduction alone could add an
additional cost of conducting business in Singapore and
reflect leakages across the platform.

“For PE and VC funds who have a bid-co in
Singapore for acquiring investments, and
where imported services are more than SGD
1million in a year, 7% GST would need to be
paid. Recovery of a substantial portion of this
GST is possible under a fund exemption
scheme. This is an additional cost across the
platform. For some institutions, RC is not a
game changer but for the big players, this
increases the cost of running a Singapore
platform.” ANULEKHA SAMANT
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Cayman Islands and BVI need to be addressed
through an individual manager lens
Economic substance requirements have long been in place in
the Cayman Islands and British Virgin Islands (BVI), however,
there is still a lot of ambiguity and confusion around the
implications of these new requirements among industry
professionals. Notably, the two emerging questions asked to
every advisor available are: “do we need to stop using
Cayman Islands and BVI” and “do we now need to take all
those investments into Singapore”.
As the industry progresses, it is the responsibility of the
manager to understand whether they have investment funds
or vehicles themselves in both jurisdictions. Going forward,
managers must have more open conversations and clear
dialogue with LPs regarding substance requirements in the
Cayman Islands and BVI.
Communicating changes in structures that managers may
need to make, or ring fencing across jurisdictions needs to
be done effectively and accurately in order to reduce the
impact of substance requirements.

“There is no such thing as one method
applies to all managers. It is more about a
bespoke, customised approach. Worth
noting - investment funds are agreed by the
international community, out-of-scope in the
context of economic substance in the
Cayman Islands and BVI.” CONNIE WONG
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Have investor demands and
LP requirements evolved
reporting methods?
KEYTOPICS
TOPICS
KEY
> > What
need developing?
Withsectors
more reporting,
is there
an end
> What
newgame?
avenues to explore.
> Has an increase in demand
> Ensuring digital platforms
caused internal efficiencies?
support new services.

More reporting – no escape in sight
There is currently more collaboration than ever before between
players in the market (i.e. between Fund Managers, LPs, GPs
and the end investor) as reporting and its continued evolution
gains more importance within the industry.

“LPs are demanding more information and that
trend will continue. This is driven by a number
of factors, including a greater focus on post-GFC
issues such as transparency, as well as wider
ESG considerations.” MATTHEW NORTCLIFF
There are multiple drivers for the increased reporting
requirements and breadth of contents covered in reports.
Investors are driving improved reporting demands, and are
becoming more sophisticated and have shown the aptitude
and attitude to pile pressure on GPs to meet their inquisitive
needs.

“It is quite clear that investors are becoming
increasingly sophisticated. One of the trends that
we are seeing is that investors are moving from
being passive limited partners to active limited
partners. Effectively, this means that there is an
increased level of scrutiny in all the details that
GPs provide to investors. This directly impacts
reporting.” VISHWAKARTHI SANTHANAM
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The days when ‘high-level reporting’ would be acceptable in
the eyes of investors is long gone. There is now a wider
array of investor types (statutory investors, pension funds,
fund of funds, etc.), a new age of reporting where investors
can scrutinise every element of a report and demand
additional detail, is expected to take stage.
Investors want details about cost structures and fees, and
they also demand a seat at the table where the investment
making decisions are being made. All of this effectively adds
to increased reporting requirements.

“Investors are not just looking at sector allocation
or industry allocation anymore. They are now
looking for a lot more information from GPs.”
YUNESWARAN KERAISHNASAMY

Matthew Nortcliff
Partner at CMS
matthew.nortcliff@cms-cmno.com
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Has an increase in demand improved
internal efficiencies?
The demand for customisation has led to an ever-increasing
cost of capturing, administrating and reporting data, most
of which is non-standardised in the current environment.
There was wide consensus that this does present an
opportunity for service providers to innovate and support
their clients with seamless reporting.
While reporting remains a concern for GPs, the cost benefits
and external efficiencies can improve appeal within the
market.
GP’s can deliver great reports seamlessly matched to a broad
range of investors. One way to achieve increased efficiencies
and cost savings is through standardisation.

“The industry must standardise reporting
requirements. Otherwise, everyone is going
to have multiple standards – which is
currently the case and it makes cross
referencing extremely difficult.”
VISHWAKARTHI SANTHANAM
Standardisation is not prevalent within the industry and this is
an area where intermediaries can play a prominent role.
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Intermediaries can standardise reporting and advise what
guidelines must be followed.
Technology is the next key area in driving efficiencies in
the reporting space. Large fund managers are already
heavily invested into technology such as AI, big data and
automation to help fast-track the process by which GPs
can provide reports to LPs.

“For LPs, reporting is part of their business and
they cannot get away from it. There is very little
demand from LPs for standardisation, they have
their list of requirements and they want it whether
it is easy or not. GPs, naturally, have a greater
appetite to standardise reporting.”
MATTHEW NORTCLIFF

Instead of using technology, can bespoke reporting
become easier?
The interesting thing about technology is that the more
data you collect in business operations, creating
something bespoke becomes easier. If you have all the
data, you can extract different things for different groups.
To this effect, standardisation would be good, however,
with technological advances we can be more bespoke
with reporting.
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Will technology assist or
disrupt our industry

> Is big data the way forward?
> Does big data require caution in
handling, collecting and use?

Is big data the way forward?
Technology is perceived as an unrivalled ocean of
opportunities for the industry, specifically when it comes to
the collection, analysis and use of big data, there is an
expectation that it will resonate most within the fund
administration and intermediary space.

“If big data is properly utilised, extrapolated and
analysed, its use could become endless.”
Big data is currently being used in front-office activities to
evaluate risk of investments and vast trends within the
market, particularly in the real estate market.
Matthew Nortcliff explained, “as we saw in the recent ULI
climate change report Heitman, the large US fund manage,
use big data across a number of different platforms to assess
risk across a portfolio. Five years ago, one would look at a
map and the corresponding weather patterns and say, ‘we are
pretty good for Florida’, now they can look at historic trends
through big data, AI and analytics and say ‘actually, we are
over allocated to Florida, because historically, based off an
algorithm, there is more risk insurance claims for these
groups’.

Connie Wong, Director at DMS provided a more direct
approach to why the use of analytics, AI and big data was
critical to help investment manager streamline investment
decision making going forward – i.e. front-end operations.
She outlined that the benefits for the market were that
through appropriate collection and analysis, big data could
help investment managers better compare allocations
across portfolios, sectors and industries to secure alpha for
their clients.
AI and big data is predominantly used to deploy capital into
investments and portfolio companies. It is however
underutilised within the back-office and middle-office
operations mainly due to a lack of use-cases for the industry
to innovate upon or adopt directly.

SG$
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“AI is typically used on the front office side,
deploying capital into investments, portfolio
companies and so on. It is currently used a lot
less in the back office or the middle office
operations. There is definitely room for
improvement on that front. Big data and AI for
back and middle office functions is a brandnew
field and its uses are being explored.”

Big data requires big caution

VISHWAKARTHI SANTHANAM

“We talk about using data and collecting it, but
there are huge cyber security and data
protection risks. We at CMS do an annual
survey of our General Counsel of senior lawyer
contacts and the number one thing that keeps
them up at night, is a public data breach.”

“At PwC we have implemented a new
technology which is mostly used for the
extraction of information. We audit quite a
number of unit trusts in Singapore and most
of the reports that come from the fund
administrators are quite standardised.
Previously, we would manually input all the
figures from the reports, e.g. from a purchase
sales report or an investment report, but over
the last year, we have bought an off-the-shelf
software and it has enabled us to extract the
report numbers automatically. Something that
took us 10 hours to do now takes us 30
minutes with a click of a button.”

The collection of data can be supportive of the industry in
terms of predictive efficiency finding and identification of
opportunities for front and back office activities. Every
institution within the industry must remain vigilant of the
cybersecurity risk and data protection risk that may impose
during the change process.

MATTHEW NORTCLIFF

YUNESWARAN KERAISHNASAMY
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> Are Governments assisting with
the lack of infrastructure?
> Is Asia set to take the lead?
> Are there any big headlines to look
out for?

Singapore opens up huge new
avenues for ESG investing
Is there a lack of infrastructure?
Socially Responsible Investing (SRI) could be approached as
an asset class on its own where investors and strategies
are focusing more of their attention. There is now a
growing trend in the region to have a distinctive renewable
energy component within funds, the majority of which are
invested within Southeast Asia. This development has
been supported and encouraged by local Governments.

“There are some really interesting incentives
that various Governments are also rolling out,
such as tax holidays of 5 to 10 years for SRI
investments or funds with SRI components. The
other part is something close to Real Estate.
If you are investing in clean buildings, this is
essentially a tax break. A good example would
be Australia. If you invested in a clean building
and it was in an MIT , the withholding tax rate
falls from 15% to 10% and that’s the case for
many other countries with accelerated
depreciation.” ANULEKHA SAMANT
Looking at things from a funds-based approach, the
inclusion of SRI investments and ESG into pension funds
start at 10% with most managers now incorporating this
into their ESG strategy.
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This trend is currently driven by European investors, which
has increased the pressures on fund managers across the
APAC region.

“European investors have been at the forefront
of impact investing. We see substantial investor
requests seeking inclusion of ESG factors in
reports. ESG is a very broad concept, it’s
imperative for all managers to thoroughly
consider such disclosures and strike the right
balance.” CONNIE WONG
There is a perceived lack of infrastructure, both from a
servicing angle, reporting depth and quality, as well as
awareness of social initiatives within the region. Future
opportunities for SRI investments are likely to reside within
real estate when assessing infrastructure and potential
socially impactful industries such as aquaculture (fish
farming in Singapore, China and Japan).

Connie Wong
Director at DMS
cwong@dmsgovernance.com
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Despite its limitations and pressures on fund
managers, Asia has a real opportunity to
become a global leader within the SRI and
ESG space in the coming years.

The success of SRIs depends fundamentally on how successfully
the market can educate the end investor.

Asia to take the lead

> Tax structuring
The industry needs to be more proactive. There is an innate
need for everyone in the market to take a step back,
evaluate if past processes still apply, and undertake ‘a sense
check’.

ESG allows investors to put capital to good use while also
attaining good returns, and debunking the myth that by SRI
investing, returns must be sacrificed. In real estate the focus
has shifted to investing into ‘better, more environmentally
friendly’ buildings that empower greater long-term returns.
Asia is further ahead than North America in terms of
awareness and importance of ESG. If you look at the
downstream side, Asia has SRI and climate change at the
heart of many investment strategies. Looking at Social Impact
Investing, there is huge opportunity in South East Asia to
make a very big impact, especially in the underbanked space.
There are opportunities to put the capital to good use, and
getting good returns.
The infancy of the market, relating to SRI and ESG is all too
evident. Despite the growing trend, the number of offerings
containing an ESG or SRI component within private equity and
hedge funds is between 10-15%.
The lack of education around SRI opportunities to investors
and the ambiguity and subjective definitions that can be
attributed to “Social Responsibility” makes it challenging to
get the offering off the ground in Asia. Furthermore, there are
no established key performance metrics that accurately
measure the impact of ESG and SRI funds, making it even
more challenging to attribute value, measure performance,
and justify fees.

Key areas that the industry should be looking out for in the
next 12 to 24 months

> Increasing opportunities for fund administration and audit
The MAS AUM report identified that AUM increased by 5%
YoY, with traditional assets falling 7% but alternatives
increasing by 15%. Singapore remains a great hub for growth
with little signs of slowing.
> Increased outsourcing
Fund Managers are looking to outsource specific functions,
however, there is a lot of dependency on innovation from
existing providers. The use of big data, AI and technology
needs to be evident in outsourcing to provide true value add.
> Disruption, disruption, disruption
It is now a market of disrupt or be disrupted. The emergence
of AI and big data will transform the way in which the
industry operates across front, middle and back office
functions.
> Big data
A huge opportunity that no one has figured out is how to
smartly collect, effectively use and properly secure data. It is
a high risk, high reward innovation and the industry needs to
work on but should not rush. It needs to happen with
caution.

“Investors need more education about ESG
investing. Social investing by definition means
investing into companies that ‘do the right
thing’. There is however information needed
about “what exactly is the right thing?”.
In terms of corporations and ESG metrics,
those KPIs need to be tracked properly, they
need to be shared to investors so that more
allocations can come in, and investors know
exactly what they are investing into.”
VISHWAKARTHI SANTHANAM
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David Fowler
Country Head – Singapore

t. +65 3158 5171
e. david.fowler@sannegroup.com

Global alternative asset and
corporate administration done
differently

VALÉRIE MANTOT
Head of Business Development

SANNE has undertaken to engage with all
of the markets in which it operates to
share knowledge, collaborate with peers
and hear from industry leaders as to their
thoughts on the key issues and topics
affecting the industry and its practitioners.

Asia Pacific & Mauritius

t. +65 3158 7474
e. valerie.mantot@sannegroup.com

XANDER HUANG
Established for over 30 years and listed on the Main
Market of the London Stock Exchange, SANNE has more
than 1,600 employees worldwide and has in excess of £250
billion assets under administration. Our network of offices
provide global managers with highly skilled and director-led
teams of asset class specialists.

Senior Manager, Business Development
– Singapore

t. +65 3158 5023
e. xander.huang@sannegroup.com

BRANDON TSANG
Assistant Manager, Marketing

“We take great pride in understanding the
unique needs of each individual client to
create tailored business solutions.”

& Business Development – Singapore

t. +65 3158 6339
e. brandon.tsang@sannegroup.com

DAVID FOWLER

Should you wish to find out more about our
services and operations please speak to us, we
would be delighted to hear from you.
AMERICAS

EMEA

BVI*
Cayman Islands
New York
San Diego

Belgrade
Cape Town
Dubai*
Dublin
Frankfurt*
Guernsey
Jersey

*Affiliated partner
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ASIA-PACIFIC
London
Luxembourg
Madrid
Malta
Mauritius
Netherlands
Paris

Hong Kong
Japan
Mumbai
Shanghai
Singapore
Tokyo

More than 1,600
people worldwide

FTSE 250
listed business

In excess of
£250bn AUA
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To find out more about SANNE, please email Valérie Mantot, our Head of Business
Development – Asia Pacific & Mauritius, valerie.mantot@sannegroup.com or
alternatively visit us online, sannegroup.com
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Sivani Pillay – Marketing & Communications Manager
Lorna De Freitas – Marketing & Communications Administrator
Kieran Blake – Marketing Administrator

Information on Sanne and its regulators can be accessed via sannegroup.com
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